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IDENTIFIC,ATION AND MODELJ;NG OF DYNANIC INTERVENTION 
EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH PUBLIC POLICY DECISIONS 

BY 
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~>, The nature of au .evaluatiori and subsequent policy decisions in intcr-

sUNMARY 

\:c,vention analy~is impinges directly on the descript~ve model form and its 
associated parameter values. Pre,vioHs modeling efforts u~:f.ng dynamic ir~ 
tervention modeling have relied on ~ priori postulations of the model form 
thus perhaps incorporating an experimentor's subjective bi~ses. An algorithm 
for the identification of a tentative model form from the data alone is re-. 
'\·iew~d. Previous intervantion analyses not using an identification phase 
are revisited to illustrate the differences in resulting models and associated 
policy evaluations. The .first example deals with controls applied 1n tbe Los 
Angeles County area circa 1960-1966 to help alleviate a serious pollution 
problem e~idenced by rising levels of ozone [3J. The second illustration is 
directed to the evaluation of changes of property or life loss associated with 
motor vehicle crashes after implementation of ~ traffic safety program [7]. 

.... :. 
INTRODUCTION 

In quasi-experimental de~igns the data often takes the form of autocor
related tim~ series. Two methodological approaches to analyzing such data 
is that proposed by Box and Tiao in 1965 [2] and Box and Tiao.in 1975 [3]. 
These methods although related offer fundamentally different information with 
regarci\"to me)a~urp.ment of change. 

.1\ 
In the former the·'Qetection of a shift or change in the.level of a non

stationary time series.is presented. Here the problem is fot~ulated in a 
quality control framework in which the historical data'y , t-f)2,3 ••• T is 
autocorrelated and described by a model from the autorcg~essive moving average 

[ ] 
r./;' 

class 1 • '"""The model is augmented by a parameter, 6, which measures a chanEe 
in level for the process for new data that is monitored f~~ the process in 

, times t > T. From the (l-a~ 100% confid~~ce interval ftf 6, significant 
changes in the level of the process can be made (e.g., the transition point 
for t;he in c;ontrol to out of control process state identified). Thus the 
first of tw'() questions of interuention /lnalysis "D~d a change t~ke place?" 
is directly addressed. - - rt, 
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The second question in intervention analysis is ':If a change in~ .. the pro
cess level has occured, how is this change Il'~nifested?" That is, from a policy 
decision standpoint, a temporary change in 4hich t~e new system level reverts 
to the pre-intervention level is quite diffl~rent than a situation in which the 
new post-intervention level is maintained over time--a new steady state process 
level is reached af~er intervention. The latter Box-Tiao work [3] proposes di
rectly ip an intervention framework, dynamic intervention models for analyzing 
time series data to make inference about the second question in intervention 
,analysis. 

. th 
Here the t obsl~rvation, Y t' is proposed as an additive sum of the dyna-

mic intervention component, D , and the noise component, Nt. The noise compo
nentS are described by the f15xible autoregressive moving average model class 
while ~he D may take any form to reflect the actual time patterned change in 
the processtmean. Several representative examples of Dt for different order 
dynamics and system delays when the system is subject to an intervention in 
the form of a pulse or s~ep function were illustrated [3]. 

The form of D impacts directly upon policy inferences. An ~dentification 
algorithm for the form of D utilizing the sequentia), application of the Box and 
Tiao (1965) [2] method flor ~etecting a change in the\\ level of a nonstationary 
series has been suggested [4]~ The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the 
differences in policy inference from intervention modeling when identification 
procedures are not employed. In the following sections the id~"tification al
gorithm is overviewed and several examples of intervention modeling are revis
ited. 

AN IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHN 

The shift detection methQ9 of Box and Tiac [2] can be used to identify an 
appropriate dynamic mo~el component Dt by estimating the shift parameter ~. 
This means that one must think of delta not strictly as a parameter, but as a 
time-dependent var~able in the model, denoted by 6. In the following para
graphs, an algorithm for identifying forms of inteFvention effects utilizing' 
successive estimates of ~t over time is overviewed. 

To estimate delta at any point in time, we must first specify that tj~e, 
which will be denoted by T. This is equivalent to specifying n1, the number 

'. of observations before T and 02' the number of obse~ations after time T, where 
-- n + n .. Nand N is the total number of observations used in the estimator. 

TAe quintities n
1 

and 'n
2 

enter directly in,to the estimator as do the observa
tions associated with n

1 
and n2• Thus, by specifyin~ n1 and n2, we effectively 

~pecify which observations will enter into the estimator as historical (before 
T) .. data and those wh;ich will be used -'8"5- "future" (after T) data. Of course, 
the estimator, 6 , is also functionally dependent on the form of the ARIMA 
model noise termtand the associated moving average and/or autoregressive para
meter values (5,6). For our purposes, we will denote the ARlMA model form as M 
and the parameters from this model collectively 3S h. Thus we.can write, 

2 

'\ 
\. ,; 

~ i 
I 
r , 

.' . 

! 
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In sequential estimation~ we must monitor and correct for signifi~dnt 
shifts if the sequential plot of 6 is to mimic the dynamics of interventio~. 
To translate, what it means to use ~ast significant values of delta in the 
actual estimati~n procedure without correction, we refer to the functional 
des~ription of 6t given previously. We know that if we estimate 0 at time 
T, ,sT' with n2 = 1, we are using the n 1 observations before time Ttand an crd-
ditional observation~ Yn1+1. If we leE Yn1 denote thg observations occurrfing 
before time T, we can wr te: :' 

" ~T - f(D1,n2,Y ,Y +l,M,A). 
" n1 n1 

/' 
'I 

Suppose we es tima t~ ~T and find t ha t it is 5 ignif ican t, 1. e., not stc!ltts
tically equal to zero. Then, in effect we are saying that there has been'ia 
intervention effect at tilDe T which is evidenced by the change from th~ PJl:e~ 
vious n1 obse~ations to the observation Ynl+1. If we move ahead and sta~~ at 
time T+ , again letting n2 - 1, we thus have nt = n +1" where n was the pre
vous value of n1 used to estimate 0t at time T. No~, an additi~nal observation 
Ynl+2 or Ynr+1 will be used, and Yn1+1 wi}"" be grouped with the n observaticns 
(Yn!) to form the set of nr observafions. However, since we have1already con
cluaed that an in.tervention effect of significant magnitude occurred at time 
T, the set of nr observations which we are comparing the Yn*+1 observation to is 
not internally consistent. That is, the n* set of observattons does not repre
sent a single population. To form an histbrically consistent population we' 
subtra~t~the previou~ signific~nt value of 6 , 8Tt from .~he Yn +1 observation 
to account for the d1fference 1n level with Ehe previous obse~at1ons •. We can 
then proceed to estimate ~T+l. At this point in time, we can write, 

A (.:~\,::'::~, 

0T+l ... f(n1'~2'Y *,y +2,M,h) 
'~f n1 n1 // 

where Yn! includes the 2riginal'D1 observations and the corrected n +lst obser
vatipn. Of course, if 0 was not statistically significant, then no1adjustment 
1s needed since 0T is effectively zero and there is already consistency be
tween the n1'observation and the n1+lst observation. For subsequent estimates 
of ~t' we use the same procedure as we move ahead to time T+2, T+3, T+4, etc. 
The estimation procedure is depicted in.now chart form in Figure 1. 

Two points.should b: considered with respect to the ability 9£ the pa~tern 
produced to rel1ably mim1c the dynamic behavior. First, the pattern produced 
will be fuzzy if in fact the shift paramet~r estimator is insensitive in the 
sense of requiring large amounts of post-intervention data (large n values) 
in order to assess significant changes. This however is not genera~ly the 
case. In a previous effort, [5] a sensj.tivity study was conducted of the shift 
detection netho,d. .It was found that shHts as small as two percent of the in- ! 

itial level ofl:he time series could reliably be detected under a wide rip,lge t 
of all oth~r fa~tors for n2 • 1. ~ 

A second con~i,deration that will distort the sequential pattern of 6 is 
the a level of significance chosen. Larger values of; Cl will force sign,Uica'nce 
of a given estimate and th,eroefr>re necessitate correction of the level ,df the 
y +1 obse~lation which im~~ctG upon subsequent estimation. In practice the 

n1 . ~ , 
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"Figure 1. Flowchart for Identification Algorithm' 
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algorithm should be applied to the data set while iteratively reducing the a 
level. The pattern least sensitive to a single significance decision should 
be used for t~ntative identification of the dynamic component'D • 

'\ t 

EXAMPLES 

To illustrate the importance ofjllsing an identification procedure we re-
,/ 

visit data previously modeled by BOJQ and Tiao [3] .In light of, increaSing 
awareness of ~,he harmful effects of atmospheric pollutants on human, animal 
and plant life,/ Los Angeles County has taken several measures intended to re
duce ~he abnormal amount of substances which can produce dangerous pollutants 
when subjected to the high intensity sunlight in the Los Angeles vicinity. In 
early 1960, Rule 63 was passed which reduced the allowable proportion of reac
tive hydrocarbons in locally sold gasoline. Also in 1960, the Golden State 
Freeway wasl! o-pened, which diverted traffic from the downtown area. An addi
tional anti-pollution regulation was ef.fective from 1966 onwards, which re
quired engine design changes in new cars. The federal measure might be expec
ted to reduce the production of ozone in Los Angeles. The two regulations, 
along with the opening of the Golden State Freeway, will hereinafter be refer
red to as interventions. Figure 2 illust~o]ltes this Los Angeles ozone data. 

;, 

The Box-Tiao analysis was conducted,) 'in three segments. First, a noise 
component, N,t in the form of an ARlMA model was identified ,from the historical 
jiliata prior to the first intervention da.te. Secondly, the form of the dynamic ,/ . . , 

component, l:1t , was postulated to reflect the modeler's expectation of the inter
vention efflect. Lastly, the parameters of both components were simultaneously 
estimated and the residuals of the overall model checked. 

':J.'he time series model identified was: 

'" (1-B12)Nt = (1-alB)(1-012B12)at 

where N
/
' is the noise or underlying noise structure for the intervention model 

and a is white noise ~r an uncorrelated, normally distributed series with 
mean 6 and variance eq{lal to{92 • 

Because of the summer-winter atmospheric temperature inversion differen-
1;ia1 and the difference in the intensity and duration of sunlight for the
summer and winter, the effect of 'the intervention was specified);:to be different 
in the summer months (roughly'J;ane-october) and winter months. 'Therefore, tr;e 
following model was postulated for the entire series from January 1955 to De-
cember 1972:, .", 

)\ 

(I 
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January 1960 July 1966 

Figure 2. Los Angeles Photochemical Smog Data 
(Ozone in Parts Per Million) 
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where: 

ttl 

tt2 

.. \. 
~t3 

:: { ~ 

-l ~ 
. { ~ 

t < January 1960 
t ~ January 1960 

"summer" months June-October beginning 1966 
otherwise 

"winter" months November-May beginning 1966 . 
otherwise 

The estimation results and standard errors for this ancdysis are: 

WOl - -1.09 0.13 .. 
-0.25 0.07 Cl)02 ... .. 

Cl)03 --0.07 0.06 standard errors .. 
81 - -0.24 0.03 .. 
812 - 0.55 0.04 

These res.ults led to the conclusion that a step change of -1.09 units of ozone 
may be associated with Rule 63. A progressive reduction from year to year of 
-.25 units in the swmner month':;; is expected, and there' i~ little or no change 
in the winter months. .,' 

I~"'the reanalysis three steps are also employed. The first step, tl.:e 
identification of the noise component from the historic~l data is identical 
with one exception. The exception is the ~ priori specification of the inter
vention date as the point in time in which the process did go out of control. 
In our case we employ the time point where a measurable shift in the time se
ries data is observed as the point for which a homogeneous historical data 
series is available for identification of the noise component. 

The second step we propose as an alternative is fundamentally different in 
that we ident~tY the form of th~Adyn~mic component from the data. Figure 3 ex
hibits the resulting P9ttern of & versus time for the smog data~ It should be 
noted that only at Julyl~~~1966 is there' an observed significant sequential pattem. 
This pattern persisted through August 1967 and led to the tentative identifica-
tion of .~he dynamic compo:nent Dt to be: • 

II July.1966-August 1967 
Dt - Cl)B~t )St ... 0 oth'erwise !) 

The third step is identical to that used by Box and Tiao and consists of . 
simultaneous estimation and "diagnostic checking. The ninety-five percent ~on
fidence interval for CI) was [-1.523,0.727], therefore eliminating any signifiCant 
dynamic component terms. Thus the overall model for the evaluation of th.e in
terventions is, 

(I-alB) (l-912B12? 
Yt :: O-B)'(l-Blr,-,a t 

7 
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where 61 ::r 0.718 and & 2 ". 0.579:~ which were determined to be jointly ;signifi
cant at the ninety-fivApercent level. 

Comparison of the two l:esulting models) clearly indicates different conclu
sions with respect to the value of the interventions in reducing ozone level. 
Using an identification scheme for the dynamic component, the decision-maker 
concludes no effect as opposed to having observed a successful policy interven
tion of reduced ozone level. 

The second example involving the impact of a traffic safety program must 
ultimately be assessed in terms or reduced losses associated with motor ve
hicle crashes. Previous analysis of the traffic loss &~ta was done by Elling
stad and Westra [7]. The thrust of their paper was to explore a variety of 
procedures for assessing the impact of TSP's on traffi~ loss or crash time se
ries data. The two primary recommendations of the authors were: (1) Forecast 
the baseline (pre-TSP) data into the post-TSP period and compare the actual 
observations wh£n they become available to the statistical forecasts; (2) Ob
tain a measure of change parameters associated with either drift or a change in 
level (shift). However, their analysis was not reported as to how to model and 
therefore did not contain any statistical inference. 

Two sets of relevant monthly data were available for the analysis. These 
sets are: South Dakota total injury accident's and North Dakota injury acci
dents (NDACC) for the time period January 1969 to December 1974. The implem~ 
ted t':eaffic safety program was the South Dakota Alcohol Safety Action 'Project, 
implemented in January 1972. The set of S(:>uth Dakota data may be used to tes/: 
whether the traffic program had an actual effect on overall South Dakota 'traf
fic losses. while the North Dakota data will serve,-'j; a control for the exper-
iment. r( 

if 

/' 
I, 

Analysis of the control series which represents the North Dakota data re-
vealed a significant process shift at t=44 or September 1972 which exponentially 
decayed. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the data base and the corre~ponding plot 
of ~ versus time used in identification of the dynamic component-respectively. 
Thus this patterned shift suggested a dynamic component, 

wB' {I September 1972 
Dt - O-oD) P t where P t = 0 rotherwise 

The final statistically adequate model result is 

= 110.354 B P . + (1-0.582 B) a 
Yt CL-O.939 B) t (I-B) t 

which indicates the control series to-h~ve exhibited a significant although not 
permanent increase a few months afa:·er implementation of the expe:r;:imental pro-
gram. 

The treatment series for the parallel South Dakota acc.ident data did. not 
indicate any significant process shift after program implementa~io~therefore 
no dynamic componer.t is required. In this present example we see that the 
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identification algorithm allows for developMent of models for precise ,statis
tical inferences with respect to each individual series. However further reCQl
cilliation with an expanded data base would be desirable before tying down the 
policy decision with respect to the value of the implemented South Dakota ac
cident program. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An identification algorithm for dynQ~ic interver.tion models was described 
and illustrated. The differences that may result in policy deCisions when an 
investigator specifies ~ priori the effect of the experiment versus allowing 
the data to "speak for itself" via the identification procedure was also illus
trated. 
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